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PRESS RELEASE  

AULEDA - Local Economic Development Agency, Vlora, held on January 17th , 2019, at the premises 

of the Regional Youth Center the Public Presentation of "InClust" project - Local Clusters & Social 

Enterprises Incubators in the Fields of Culture/Tourism & Folk Tradition 

“InClust” constitutes an integrated intervention, which include the creation, in the level of a 

municipality, of a cluster and also of a Social Enterprises’ Incubator in the field of Tourism / Culture 

and Folk Tradition.  

  

The project’s overall objective is the exploitation and  highlighting of  Municipality advantages, aiming 

to promoting the exports of local cultural products, the increase of national and foreign visitors to local 

events, the quality of life enhancement for the citizens and the medium-term increase of the number of 

citizens in the specific Municipality. 

The core actions of the project (studies, research, clusters and incubators) cover the geographical area of 

the partners’ Municipalities. More specifically, the project covers Arta, Corfu, Vlore and Korca. These 

areas show the greatest need for the project’s actions (underdeveloped cooperation environment) as well 

as potential (culture, tourism and folk tradition) for the successfully adaptation of the project’s 

objectives.  

 

The Cluster of Creative and Cultural Industries (Creative Cluster), will provide free appropriate services 

and create key actions in each sub-sector of cultural and creative industries (Internet, IT, Creative Arts, 

Management, Production, Networking ...) aiming to the direct organization of a common core of 

partners and collaborators.  

 

In the framework of the project was presented the exhibition titled "Heritage" with author Mr. Agim 

Haxhiraj 

 

There are 100 works made in graphite, watercolor and pastel techniques. 

These works include reproductions of well-known painters, such as Eduard Lear - English painter, Paja 

Jovanović - Serb painter, Franz Bucher Swiss painter, Jean-Léon  Gérôme, Eugène Delacroix -  French 

painter, Marcel Duchamp - American-French painter, etc. There are also some iconic reproductions of 

the most famous medieval Albanian painters in this area, Onufri and David Selenicasi.  

The archeology theme drawings highlight the rich archaeological heritage since APOLLONIA, BYLISI, 

AMANTIA, FINIQI, ORIKU and BUTRINTI. 


